19th CENTURY POLITICS
21st CENTURY ECONOMICS
IMPEDEMENTS FOR ETHICAL BUSINESS

- Disrespect towards contracts
- Patronage based culture
- Incentives for success at any cost
- Resistance to scrutiny
- Trust deficit
False Claims Act  Integrity Pact  Competition & Transparency
Grievances Redressal Authority  Independent Anti-Corruption Commission  Windfall Profits Tax Act

Empowering Ethical Corporates
IT IS THE DUTY OF GOVERNMENT TO MAKE IT DIFFICULT FOR PEOPLE TO DO WRONG, EASY TO DO RIGHT.

- WILLIAM E. GLADSTONE
MYRON WEINER'S

4 POSTULATES

ELECTIONS AND DEMOCRACY

- Competitive Elections
- Peaceful Transfer of Power
- Universal Political Freedom
- Real Power with Elected Governments
Vicious Cycle

1. Dangerously Stable Equilibrium
2. All organs of State Affected
3. Power to do "Good" Restricted
4. Power to Plunder Unrestrained
5. Authority and Accountability Disconnected
6. Judicial Tardiness
BARRIERS

political RECRUITMENT
PERCENTAGE OF HEREDITARY MPs IN 15th LOK SABHA BY AGE
PERCENTAGE OF HEREDITARY MPs IN CONGRESS BY AGE
BARRIERS

to
each party's management of political recruitment
WANTED

- A NEW CROP OF LEADERS

- ASSERTIVE CITIZENS
WAY AHEAD

STRONG AND INDEPENDENT ANTI CORRUPTION COMMISSION - RULE OF LAW, SPEEDY & EFFICIENT JUSTICE SYSTEM - LOCAL GOVERNMENT EMPOWERMENT - INDEPENDENT CRIME INVESTIGATION - PROPORTIONATE REPRESENTATION - DIRECT ELECTION AT STATE LEVEL - POLITICAL PARTY REFORM - NEW POLITICAL CULTURE - ELECTORAL REFORMS